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FOR YOUR INQUIRIES, PLEASE

INDICATE MODEL NO., AND FOLLOWING

CATALOGUE NUMBER

SET079

5" Scouring Machine
ET1714     1400 Watt

‧Versatile for removal of soft plaster surfaces; plastic protection on walls

    and floors; foam crests and adhesive remainders; asphalt and protective

    coatings for concrete; latex or oil paint on gypsum surface; and removal

    of impurities and contamination on concrete surfaces.‧Superior at grinding off irregularities and projections on plaster flooring and

    roughing, cleaning and smoothing out irregularities of aged concrete.‧Movable rubber base platform that bends and swivels according to the

    surface-putting less strain on the user's wrists.‧Ergonomically designed to decrease user fatigue.‧Side handle (able to attach to either side of the machine) improves handing

    of machine.‧Dust free operation-attaches directly to standard vacuum hose.‧All three type of abrasive materials, carbide cutter discs, diamond cup

    grinding heads and tungsten carbide grinding heads are easily replaced

    when worn out.
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5" Long-Reach Diamond Grinder

ET1720     1010 Watt

Adjustable Length : 1150 mm ~ 1650 mm

Diamond Wheel

The 1650 mm long-reach grinder. It's really an exciting new tool with excellent possibilities in the market.

It's extremely light in weight at only 5.0 KGs for fatigue-free operation. Although it is light, the motor is

very powerful 1010 watt with feedback electronic speed stabilization. This allows the same speed

to be maintained, no matter the load. It's easy to control and almost all of the dust and debris are controlled

by the vacuum system. This saves position or grinding walls or ceiling without scaffolding or ladders.

Huge amounts of both time and effort are saved.

ET1715     1500 Watt

ET1716     1600 Watt
High Torque Gear Box

Speed: 500 ~ 3000 rpm

High Torque Gear Box

Speed: 500 ~ 5000 rpm


